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05. April 2024

Education and culture

Comedy on Tuesday, 9 April, from 8 pm at the Kinodrom //
Admission 6 euros
Three religions - two men - one camel: what happens when an ultra-orthodox Jew and a
Muslim Bedouin get stranded in the desert? The Bocholt cultural administration invites
cinema fans to the amusing comedy "Nicht ganz kosher" at the Kinodrom on Tuesday, 9
April. The film starts at 8 pm and admission costs 6 euros.

Synopsis

To escape his family's matchmaking attempts in Jerusalem, Ben, a Jew, offers to fly to
Alexandria to save what was once the largest Jewish community in the world. The 10th
man is missing there to celebrate Passover.

After Ben first misses the plane and then flies off the bus in the Sinai desert, Adel, a
grumpy Bedouin looking for his lost camel, becomes Ben's last hope. They can only move
forward together, but how do you combine ultra-orthodox religious practices with Bedouin
pragmatism from the heart of the desert? Soon it's no longer just about eating together, but
about bare survival...

Trailer and tickets are available at www.kinodrom.de .

About the cultural series "The Special Film"

The film series "KINO Bocholt - the special film" has been running since 1977 as a
cooperation between the Department of Education and Culture and the Bocholt Kinodrom.
The aim is to present exceptional films - which would otherwise not be shown in Bocholt -
to an interested audience of all ages at a favourable price. Selected films are usually
shown every 2nd and 4th Tuesday of the month.

The special film: "Not quite kosher"
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